
How To Help Your Athletes Train
Welcome to our weekly newsletter. Thanks for opening and we hope you find the
articles we bring interesting. This week we have three articles on training. Maybe
some of your athletes are using one of these types of training already but if they
are not currently, they probably will be soon. We want to keep you, your coaches
and your athletes on the cutting edge.

We get questioned all the time regarding hand held remotes to go along with your
scoreboards. We will be the first to admit that Electro-Mech has been a little
behind the remote control trend. We do have some remotes but not for every
scoreboard or every function on the scoreboard. But, if you want a handheld
device to control your scoreboard check out the Singlescore converter. Whether
you're looking for a replacement for your current controller or console, trying to
make scoring easier for your scorekeepers, or allow fans to keep up with the
action, a SingleScore converter can help.

Check out an article on our website titled What Is Vision Training that can help
you and give you some tips!

As always, if you would like to sit down and discuss your facilities, or talk about
training your athletes, please e-mail Emily at emily@howelltosports.com and she
will respond quickly. Or, please call or e-mail me at 856-381-8888 or
ed@howelltosports.com.

Brain-training game improves vision and success of baseball players

 

http://howelltosports.com/
http://singlescore.com/?link_list=3043171
https://howelltosports.com/articles-and-links?link_list=3043171
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/272983.php?link_list=3043171


In baseball, vision can play a key role in a player's success. If they have trouble
seeing the ball, chances are they could be out after three strikes. But new
research from the University of California, Riverside, suggests that a brain-
training video game could help to improve the vision of baseball players and, in
turn, help them win more games......

Training day: How to work out like Stephen Curry

After a long drive from Charlotte, North Carolina, I appeared at Accelerate
Basketball, tucked inside a warehouse. It's quiet out here, far removed from the
din that surrounded Golden State Warriors guard Stephen Curry the night before,
when he went off for 28 third-quarter points against the Charlotte Hornets, the
team that honored his father at halftime.

This warehouse isn't where Curry's saga started, but it could be the scene of a
remarkable turning point.........

Virtual Reality as a Training Interface: The Legal Complications

Virtual and augmented reality are increasingly tethered to athletes and sports as
potential uses are being explored. Golden State Warriors defensive savant Andre
Iguodola was brought to Magic Leap, an industry leader because of its interest in
developing sports based ventures. Major League Baseball’s efforts to integrate
the technology have been varied and at this point cursory........

Control The On-Field Scoreboard With Your
Mobile Device.

With a SingleScore converter and a mobile device
running the SingleScore app, scoring a game has
never been easier. An intuitive interface that looks
like the scoreboard you are controlling will get you
up to speed quickly. The SingleScore app is
currently available for Baseball, Football,
Basketball, Hockey, and Soccer scoring. Sport

specific scoring enables quicker, more accurate scoring. Running on a mobile
device means fewer buttons to push, and no more resetting the board in the
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middle of a game to correct a mistake. Tap or swipe to update the scoreboard, it's
that easy........

Check Out Our Website!
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